Real-Time Detection Reveals Responsive Cotranscriptional Formation of Persistent Intramolecular DNA and Intermolecular DNA:RNA Hybrid G-Quadruplexes Stabilized by R-Loop.
G-quadruplex (GQ) structures are implicated in important physiological and pathological processes. Millions of GQ-forming motifs are enriched near transcription start sites (TSSs) of animal genes. Transcription can induce the formation of GQs, which in turn regulate transcription. The kinetics of the formation and persistence of GQs in transcription is crucial for the role they play but has not yet been explored. We established a method based on the fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) technique to monitor in real-time the cotranscriptional formation and post-transcriptional persistence of GQs in DNA. Using a T7 transcription model, we demonstrate that a representative intramolecular DNA GQ and DNA:RNA hybrid GQ promptly form in proportion to transcription activity and, once formed, are maintained for hours or longer at physiological temperature even after transcription is stopped. Both their formation and persistence strongly depend on R-loop, a DNA:RNA hybrid duplex formed during transcription. Enzymatic removal of R-loop dramatically slows their formation and accelerates their unfolding. These results suggest that a transcription event is promptly read-out by GQ-forming motifs and the GQ formed can either perform regulation in fast response to transcription and/or memorized in DNA to mediate time-delayed regulation under the control of RNA metabolism and GQ-resolving activity. Alternatively, GQs need to be timely resolved to warrant success of translocating activities such as replication. The kinetic characteristics of GQs and its connection with the R-loop may have implications in transcription regulation, signal transduction, G-quadruplex processing, and genome stability.